Orbital angular momentum (OAM) 
INTRODUCTION
Orbital angular momentum (OAM) beams have the unique feature of a helical phase front and have attracted much attention because of the potential applications in telecom, machining and optical manipulation [1] . OAM generation has represented a great challenge as it is often associated to complex set-ups that are lossy and cannot be multiplexed. Here we present two approaches that have been used in the generation of OAM modes in all fiberized components and space variant half wave plates.
OPTICAL FIBRE COUPLER
Composite fused optical fibre couplers have been used to excite specific higher order modes (HOMs) in few mode fibres [2] . Here the few-mode fibre is replaced with an air-core fibre, thus allowing for the selectively excitation of OAM modes by launching light in the singlemode fibre (SMF) pigtail. The SMF used in these experiments was a Corning SMF28e with cut-off wavelength at λ = 1.25µm, while the OAM air-core fibre was designed at Boston University and its refractive index profile is shown in Fig. 1 . By removing the modal degeneracy and quashing intermodal cross talk, the OAM mode fibre supports the stable propagation of the OAM modes [3] In the composite coupler, the two fibres are pre-tapered in such a way that the modes propagating in the two waveguides have the same propagation constant, i.e. the same effective index n eff [2] . The phase matching condition for different degrees of tapering of the two fibres was investigated using COMSOL Multiphysics ® eigen mode solver. Simulations showed that the SMF had to be pre-tapered to ~75.8µm. The pretapered SMF was aligned with the OAM fibre and the coupler was manufactured using the modified flame brushing technique at ~1400 o C using a ceramic micro heater (NTT-AT, Japan) [4] . Pulling ended when the power exiting the OAM fibre was maximized. When phase matching is achieved, the superposition of excited OAM modes is fine tuned by controlling the input polarization, with each circular polarization exciting one specific OAM mode. The output of the OAM fibre was characterized using the set-up shown in Fig. 2 : light from a λ=1550nm laser source is split into two arms using a 3dB coupler: while one of the coupler ports is spliced to a polarization controller and to the fabricated OAM coupler, the other port is used as SMF-based reference arm in the interference setup. The output modes from the air-core OAM fibre and from the reference SMF are interfered using a free space beam splitter. The field pattern is then imaged using a CCD camera (MicronViewer-7290A), as shown in Fig. 3 . 3 (left) shows the doughnut intensity distribution at the air-core fiber output when the reference arm is blocked. A polarization measurement performed using a polarizer and quarter wave plate revealed that this beam is circularly polarized. Fig. 3(right) shows the intensity pattern recorded when the reference arm was aligned with that from the air-core fiber, exhibiting the characteristic spiral interference commonly observed when OAM modes interfere with Gaussian beams. The overall coupling efficiency of the composite coupler was estimated to be of the order of ~80%
SPACE VARIANT HALF WAVE PLATE
An alternative approach for exciting OAM beams is by exploiting geometrical phase. The wavefront is modified by introducing spatially varying anisotropy and is a result of Pancharatnam-Berry phase [5] . Currently, this approach is widely explored for demonstrating extremely thin optical elements. Recently, this principle was implemented by nanostructuring silica glass with an ultrafast laser source. The laser induced features are smaller than the wavelength of light and thus exhibits strong form birefringence. The ability to control orientation of nanostructures enables printing arbitrary phase patterns. One of the first elements demonstrated using this technique was OAM mode converters designed for circular polarization [6] (Fig. 4) . The conversion efficiency of these optical elements is limited by optical scattering, which has predominantly Rayleigh dependence. As a result, insertion losses are less than 20% at telecom wavelengths. Another important feature is high damage threshold of these devices, which allows to exploit them for high laser power applications. As fabrication technique is a direct writing method, it allows implementing optical elements as small as tens of microns. Thus, it can potentially can be integrated into the core of an optical fibre. Recently OAM modes with charge as high as 100 were successfully generated using this approach demonstrating viability of this approach for high order OAM modes [7] . Important feature of these mode converters is sensitivity of the handedness of circular polarization. Essentially for any state of polarization the mode converter will produce two modes with opposite charge and handedness of circular polarization. The total angular momentum carried by the beam will depend on the ratio of two circular polarizations. This allows obtaining high purity OAM modes after converting a beam into two orthogonal linear polarizations and separating them with a polarizing beam splitter. Experimentally the contrast of OAM mode was improved from 3% (after the mode converter) to >0.1% by additional polarization filtering. Additionally, this polarization sensitivity was exploited for controlling angular momentum carried by the laser beam without affecting the intensity distribution, which is a useful function for optical trapping of small particles and studying of their interaction with surfaces [8] . Total angular momentum was controlled by adjusting the ratio of two circular polarizations with a quarter-wave plate [8] . As a result, tightly focused beam induced trapping potential for small silica beads suspended in water. The variation of OAM transferred into continuous transition from the maximum rotation speed to complete halt of silica beads. 
